
Made in FranceRecycled and recyclable

UNIKA adjustable pedestal 30/40 mm

A noter : Toujours calculer la hauteur à rattraper en déduisant 
l’épaisseur du revêtement afin d’obtenir la taille de plot nécessaire

ADJUSTABLE PEDESTAL 30/40 MM
TECHNICAL SHEET

GAMME UNIKANATURAL WOOD & COMPOSITE

Discover the most efficient solution for any wooden deck installa-
tion.  The UNIKA pedestal for wooden deck is adjustable in height 
from 30 to 40 mm. It can reach up to 1 meter in height used with 
the extension accessory . The pedestal is easily adjustable to the 
millimeter  thanks to the adjustment ring: from the top with the 
YEED tightening key or manually on the side.  

The UNIKA pedestal is an all-in-one revolution: it has 2 lugs that 
adapt perfectly to any size of joist (up to 74 mm) in wood, alumi-
num or composite. In addition, thanks to the red clamping screw, 
the head becomes self-leveling or remains fixed.   

Composition: polypropylene (recycled and recyclable)

Color: black and red*

Origin: France

Garantee: 10 years

Conformity: norm DTU 43.1

Use: pedestrian only

Weight: 284g 

Base dimension: 200 mm x 200 mm 

Head diameter: 142 mm

Lugs height: 25 mm

Resistance to temperatures: from -40°C to +60°C

Resistance to atmospherique agents: UV and frost 

Load resistance: up to 1 ton 

Creation of terraces in porcelain stoneware, stone, concrete

or gratings for pedestrian use.

The installation on pedestals requires the use of a covering with a 
minimum thickness of 2cm. It is possible to use tiles (porcelain 
stoneware), concrete slabs, reconstituted or rectified natural 
stone (5cm thick) 

Compatible accessories

• YEED tightening key

Easier and faster to use

Square and pre-cut base plate,
which adapts perfectly to corners
and angles

2 lugs that adapt to any joist width 
up to 74 mm

Self-leveling or fixed pedestal 
head

Height adjustment on the side
manually and on top with the
YEED tightening key 

Product benefitsApplication & use

Technical characteristics

*Please note that shades of colour different from those shown on this product sheet may occur. The black may be slightly greyed and the red colour of the adjustment ring may also differ in shade. These possible disparities are linked to the fact that the material used in the manufacture of our products comes from the household products

recycling network and it is therefore impossible to have strictly the same pigmen behaviour with regard to the recycled composition. This in no way affects the quality of our products, which once injected all meet the same criteria and are strictly controlled. Although these cases are rare, you should consider that buying the YEED brand means

becoming part of  a  network of products that respect the environment and are part of an ecological approach.


